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i. Yield ideals.

2. Quality ideals.

3. Seasonal ideals.

4. Physical conformation ideals.

5. Regional adaptation ideals —as to climate, altitude, soil.

6. Resistant ideals —as to diseases and insects.

The main improvement and evolution of agriculture are going to

come as the result of greater and better crop yield and greater and

better animal production. It is not to come primarily from inven-

tion, good roads, rural telephone, legislation, discussion of

economics. All these are merely aids. Increased crop and animal

production are to come from two agencies : improvement in the

care that they receive ; improvement in the plants and animals

themselves. In other words, the new agriculture is to be built upon

the combined results of better cultivation and better breeding. So

far as the new breeding is concerned, it is characterized by perfect

definiteness of purpose and effort, the stripping away of all

arbitrary and factitious standards, the absence of speculative theory

and the insistence upon the great fact that every plant and animal

has individuality.

Cornell University, Ithaca, N. Y.

THE CURTIS STEAMTURBINE.

BY W. L. R. EMMET.

{Read Aprils, 1903.)

The development which this paper describes is based upon the

original theories and inventions of Mr. C. G. Curtis, of New York,

whose ideas were first made the subject of patent application about

1895. Since that time these inventions have been the subject of

experimental investigation at Schenectady, under the direction of

Mr. Curtis and of the General Electric Company's engineers ; the

object of these experiments being to establish data and laws which

would form a basis for the correct design of commercial apparatus.

The difficulties of such an investigation are very great. All new

facts must be established by the tests of different machines or parts

which are difficult and expensive to produce. About two years ago
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the results of these experiments gave us data which showed great

commercial possibilities, and since that time work has gone on on

a large scale in the production of commercial machines. The con-

tracts for these machines now aggregate 230,000 H. P. in turbine-

driven electric generating units, the largest size so far built being

7500 H. P. Thus a great industry has been brought into existence

in a very short time, and since the work has all been done in one

place and by a few persons very little information concerning it has

reached the public. This paper is the first printed matter which

has appeared on the subject.

The reason for this immense demand and production, without

publicity and in so short a time, is that the improvements effected

are radical in economy, simplicity and efficiency of action.

All improvements in prime movers are of great importance to

the engineering world. The steam turbine is destined to effect the

first really great improvement since the days of Watt, and the forms

of Curtis turbine here described make the first great stride in

advance of other steam engines.

Every efficient steam engine must provide means by which a fair

proportion of the expansive force of steam can be converted into

useful work. In the engines of James Watt and his successors this

result is accomplished in various degrees by the application of pres-

sure from the steam to moving pistons. In steam turbines the

expansive force imparts motion to the steam itself, and this motion

is given up to a revolving part by impacts of the moving steam

upon it.

The idea of the steam turbine is quite simple, and is similar to

that of the water turbine or impulse wheel. The practical difficulty

which has heretofore prevented the development of good steam

turbines lies in the very high velocity which steam can impart to

itself in expansion, and the difficulty in efficiently transferring this

motion to wheels at speeds practicable for construction or practical

use. Steam expanding from 150 pounds gauge pressure per square

inch into the atmosphere is capable of imparting to itself a speed

of 2950 feet per second, and if it is expanded from 150 pounds

gauge pressure into a 28-inch vacuum it can attain a velocity of

4010 feet per second. The spouting velocity of water discharged

from a nozzle with 100 feet head is 80 feet per second. These

figures illustrate the very radical difference of condition between

water turbines and steam turbines. In both water and steam tur-
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bines the theoretical condition of maximum economy exists when

the jet of fluid moves with a velocity equal to about twice that of

the vane against which it acts. In water-wheels this relation is

easily established under all conditions, while with steam the total

power produces a velocity so high that the materials available for

simple wheels and vanes are not capable of sustaining a proper

speed relation to it under practicable conditions.

Before the appearance of the Curtis turbine two practical methods

of accomplishing fair economy had been devised, namely, the

turbines of Carl De Laval, of Sweden, and of Hon. Charles Alger-

non Parsons, of England, both of which were brought out more

than fifteen years ago.

In the De Laval turbine the total power of the steam is devoted

to the production of velocity in an expanding nozzle, which pro-

duces velocity very efficiently. The jet so produced is delivered

against a set of vanes on a single wheel which, by an ingenious

construction and method of suspension, is adapted to operation at a

very high peripheral velocity. The very high rotative speed which

this construction entails is made available for dynamo driving by

very perfectly made spiral-cut gears which effect a ten-to-one speed

reduction. The peripheral velocity of the wheel in the largest

De Laval turbines is about 1200 feet per second, while the velocity

which energy can impart to steam is over 4000 feet per second.

Thus the wheel falls far short of the theoretically economical speed.

In the Parsons turbine the steam is carried in an axial direction

through the space provided, between a succession of internal revolv-

ing cylinders and external stationary cylinders which enclose them.

Both the internal and the external cylindrical surfaces are covered

by many successive circles of vanes so arranged that the steam has

to pass alternately through rows of moving and stationary vanes.

In passing through this turbine the steam never acquires a speed

which approaches the velocity which it attains in the De Laval

nozzle ; but instead moves along alternately, acquiring velocity by

expansion, and partially giving it up by impact with the moving
vanes.

Both of these turbines have attained some success, but neither,

as thus far developed, affords sufficient advantage over the steam

engine to cause any very rapid or radical change in engineering

conditions.

The important disadvantages of the De Laval type are, that it is
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limited by the imperfections of high-speed gearing, that its effi-

ciency is not particularly high, and that the design is not con-

veniently applicable to large sizes. The Parsons type is principally

limited by the multiplicity and weight of its parts, and the high

cost of construction.

The Curtis turbine retains some of the features of its prede-

cessors, but introduces new ideas which make possible a much

lower speed, less weight, fewer and simpler parts, higher economy,

less cost, and other important advantages.

The general arrangement of a turbine generating-unit of this

type is shown by the drawings which accompany this paper. Its

functions may be briefly described as follows, and are illustrated by

the accompanying cut
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Diagram of Nozzles and Buckets in Curtis Steam Turbine.
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Velocity is imparted to the steam in an expanding nozzle so

designed as to efficiently convert nearly all the expansive force,

between the pressure limits used, into velocity in the steam itself.

After leaving the nozzle, the steam passes successively through two

or more lines of vanes on the moving element, which are placed

alternately with reversed vanes on the stationary element. In pass-

ing successively through these moving and stationary elements, the

velocity acquired in the nozzle is fractionally abstracted, and

largely given up to the moving element. Thus the steam is first

thrown against the first set of vanes of the moving element, and

then rebounds alternately from moving to stationary vanes until it

is brought nearly to rest. By this means a high steam velocity is

made to efficiently impart motion to a comparatively slowly moving

element. The nozzle is generally made up of many sections adja-

cent to each other, so that the steam passes to the wheels in a broad

belt when all nozzle sections are in flow.

This process of expansion in nozzle and subsequent abstraction

of velocity by successive impacts with wheel vanes is generally

repeated two or more times, the devices for each repetition being

generally designated as a stage. There may be various numbers of

stages and various numbers of lines of moving vanes in each stage.

The number of stages and the number of lines of vanes in a stage

are governed by the degree of expansion, the peripheral velocity

•vhich is desirable or practicable, and by various conditions of

mechanical expediency.

Generally speaking, lower peripheral speeds entail more stages,

more lines of vanes per stage, or both. Our general practice is to

so divide up the steam expansion, that all stages handle about equal

parts of the total power of the steam.

The losses and leakages of the earlier stages take the form of

more heat or more steam for the later stages, and are thus in part

regained. Much water of expansion, which might occasion loss

by re-evaporation, is drained out of each stage into that which

succeeds it.

The governing is effected by successive closing of nozzles and

consequent narrowing of the active steam belt. The cut shows

part of the nozzle open and part closed ; the arrows showing space

filled by live steam. In the process of governing, the nozzles of the

later stages may or may not be opened and closed so as to maintain

an adjustment proportional to that of the first stage, which is
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always the primary source of governing. Some improvement of

light-load economy may be effected by maintaining a relative

adjustment of all nozzles ; but in many cases the practical differ-

ence in economy is not great, and automatic adjustment of nozzle

opening in later stages is dispensed with in the interest of sim-

plicity. In some machines an approximate adjustment is main-

tained by valves in later stages, which open additional nozzles in

response to increases of pressure behind them. These are used as

much for limiting the pressures in stage chambers as for maintain-

ing the light load economy.

The principle of the Curtis steam turbine is susceptible of appli-

cation to a variety of purposes Within the scope of this paper I

intend to give only a general idea concerning existing designs for

its application to electric generators. Its development, even for

this purpose, is very recent, and will doubtless be subject to impor-

tant future improvements. In its present state, however, it embod-

ies many important advantages, as has already been stated. The
most important of these advantages is the high steam economy
which it affords under average conditions of service. This economy
is shown by the accompanying curves, which are derived from

actual tests of the first commercial machine of this type which was

completed. This machine drives a dynamo of 600 Kw. capacity.

The curves give its performance at a speed of 1500 R.P.M., which

is a safe and practical speed for commercial operation, and which

corresponds to a peripheral velocity of about 420 feet per second.

The results, with superheat, given in these curves are not derived

actually from tests of this turbine, but are plotted from data

obtained on smaller turbines. They correspond to the results

obtained on turbines of other types and are undoubtedly reliable.

Curve 1 shows the steam consumption of this machine in pounds

per kilowatt-hour output at various loads and under the conditions

stated, the lower curve giving the steam consumption at various

loads with 150 degrees superheat.

Curve 2 shows the results which could be obtained from this tur-

bine if it were operated with high pressure and a high degree of

superheat, these conditions of operation being perfectly practical

with the machine, while with steam engines the use of such high

temperatures would with ordinary constructions be prohibitive.

The results shown by these curves are better than any heretofore

produced by steam turbines of any make or size, and are very much
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better than those obtainable from the types of steam engines

generally applied to the production of electricity.

It should be noted that these curves show a very high efficiency

at light loads, as compared with results obtainable from steam

engines, and that the efficiency does not fall off at overload, as it

must necessarily do with all engines which operate economically

under normal full-load conditions. This light-load and overload

economy is an important feature of the Curtis turbine, and arises

from the fact that the functions of its working parts is virtually the

same under all conditions of load.

Curves 3, 4 and 5 show the effect upon steam consumption of

changes in the steam pressure, the degrees of superheat and in the

vacuum. It will be observed that the superheat and vacuum curves

are straight lines so inclined as to indicate a great advantage by the

use of all degrees of superheat and also an immense advantage in

the use of very high vacuum. The most important reason why the

Curtis turbine so greatly surpasses the steam engine in economy is

that it is adapted to use effectively the highest possible degrees of

expansion, while in the steam engine it is practically impossible to

provide for high degrees of expansion. As the exhaust pressure

approaches a perfect vacuum, the volume naturally increases at a

rapid rate —the volume of steam with a 29" vacuum being double

that with a 28" vacuum. To handle high degrees of expansion, it

would, therefore, be necessary to make cylinders of steam engines

very large, and this increase of size and weight of parts fixes a prac-

tical limit which cannot be passed without excessive cost and com-

plication. In the turbine, the highest degrees of steam expansion

are easily provided for, and consequently a much larger proportion

of the total work in steam can be utilized by turbines than by steam

engines.

There are other conditions in the Curtis turbine which make high

degrees of vacuum more easily attainable than they are under ordi-

nary conditions. The machine is so constructed that leakage of

air into the vacuum chamber is easily rendered impossible. The

leakage of air into condensing engines is considerable, and is gen-

erally not checked owing to the small value of improved vacuum

to an engine.

With turbines of the type here described, no oil comes into con-

tact with the steam, and consequently condensed water can be

taken from surface condensers and returned to boilers. The use of
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surface condensers under such conditions renders unnecessary the

introduction of air either in feed or circulating water, and conse-

quently makes possible a very high vacuum with small air-pumping

apparatus.

The results shown by these curves are obtained from a machine

of 600 Kw. capacity, and are naturally inferior to results which are

expected from the very large units which are now being built. It

is hoped that very soon after the reading of this paper a 5000 Kw.

unit, which is now complete, will be put into operation in Chicago.

This machine is expected to give considerably better steam econo-

mies than are shown by the accompanying curves, and will be supe-

rior particularly in the matter of light-load performance. The

variation of efficiency in this machine from half load to fifty per

cent, overload will not exceed three per cent.

The external appearance and dimensions of this 5000 Kw. unit

are shown by one of the drawings which accompany this paper,

and another drawing shows this unit compared with an engine-

driven generating unit of similar capacity. Each unit is shown as

complete with prime mover and generator, one being the machine

for Chicago, above mentioned ; the other, one of the units which

are operating in the Manhattan Railway Company's Power Sta-

tion at New York. The comparison sufficiently illustrates the

improvement which the turbine has introduced. The respective

weights of these completed units, exclusive of foundation, are in

the ratio of 1 : 8, and the saving in foundations alone is a very

important item. Other drawings which accompany this paper

show a 500 Kw. unit recently installed at Newport, and also a com-

parison drawn to the same scale between this 500 Kw. unit and a

cross compound engine unit of equal capacity designed to operate

at 100 R.P.M. The contrast here is even more striking.

If the extreme simplicity of the Curtis turbine is considered in

combination with these figures and comparisons, it is easy to appre-

ciate that a very great engineering advance has been accomplished.

It has been conservatively estimated that engine units, like those

in the Manhattan Company's station, can be replaced by turbines

like that in Chicago, and that the cost of such replacement can

be paid for by saving in operating expenses in three years.

Whenever an improvement has been effected in prime movers,

the influence upon engineering and business conditions has been

very marked. When the release cut-off principle was introduced
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by Corliss, a certain improvement in engine economy was effected,

and although this improvement was accompanied by no diminu-

tion in cost, the change resulted in a very great activity in engine

building, and the renewal of most of the large mill engines in the

country. It is, therefore, safe to predict that the influence of the

steam turbine will be of radical importance. The steam turbine is,

on account of its high speed, particularly adapted to the driving

of electric generators, and its introduction will consequently

stimulate the use of electricity rather than other power trans-

mitters.

In the past the most economical use of steam has been confined

to the most expensive and elaborate plants, while in the future it

will be within the reach of all where condensing water is available.

Comparative sizes of 5000 Kw., 75 R.P.M. Corliss Engine and 5000 Kw„ 500 R.P.M. Curtis Turbine.
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Plan and Elevation of 5000 Kw,, 500 R.P.M. Curtis Turbine with Generator.
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Plan and Elevation of 500 Kw., 1S00 R.P.M. Curtis Turbine with Generator.
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Comparison of 500 Kw., 100 R.P.M. Cross^compound Engine and 500 Kw„ 1800 R.P.M.

Curtis Turbine.
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